Social Security Issues
Recently, my grandfather reached the age of 62 and has to make a decision concerning his social
security benefits based on his income. He has asked me and you to help him with his decision. At
the moment he has no major medical problems and is not on any medications.
There are many plans according to when you start taking benefits and one must make choices
based on many facts that surround the circumstances at the time of the decisions.
Plan A - start collecting at age 62 at $483/ month
Plan B - wait and start collecting at age 66 at $641/month
Plan C - wait longer and start collecting at age 70 at $846/month
What should he do?

Let's look at the total amount collected over time with each plan
Pa ⎛⎝ x⎞⎠ := 483⋅x
Pb⎛⎝ x⎞⎠ := 641⋅⎛⎝ x - 48⎞⎠
Pc⎛⎝ x⎞⎠ := 846⋅⎛⎝ x - 96⎞⎠
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Questions to ask your students:
• How should the axes be labeled?
• What does each line represent?

Discussion results:
• If he waits until 66 to start taking benefits, the extra income of Plan B will not overtake
Plan A until195 months or 195/12 = 16 years.
• At age 78 (62+16), he now is better off waiting for Plan B.
• If he waits until 70, Plan C is better than Plan A only if he live for more than 223/12 or
18+ years and better than Plan B only if he lives for more than 246/12 or 20+ years.
• At 20+ years, he will be 82 years old.

More Questions:
1. Does the person have income continuing at age 62 or 66? Does that mean that the person
does not need assistance at this time?
2. Is there medical reasons that would cause the person to have to stop work and lose the regular
income?
The decision made by this person will affect long term accumulation more than it does month to
month income.
What do you think? What would you tell Grandpa?
What does this mean to you when you are 62?

